UNPARALLELED SALES & SERVICE
YOU CAN TRUST

Expertise in cleaning and food safety procedures.
Our ServeSafe® certified sales and service team will help optimize your operations, minimizing energy and water costs.

Proactive service, sales and support.
We provide regularly scheduled, onsite inspections for spot-free results, as well as ongoing employee training.

Ready to serve you 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year.
Our emergency service coverage is available around the clock.

Grease Removal
Solutions for High Food Quality and a Safer Kitchen

Call 1.800.35.CLEAN or visit www.ecolab.com.
DEGREASING POWER
Cleaning solutions for all of your grease removal needs.

Greaselift®
Product # 6100284 | 6 - 32 fl oz
Product # 6100155 | 2 - 2 L
Penetrates through baked-on grease build-up and lifts from food cooking surfaces.
- Requires no safety gloves or goggles
- Biodegradable formula
- For use on ovens, grills, stove hoods and vents

Greasestrip Plus®
Product # 29777 | 4 - 32 fl oz
High-performance gel degreaser for the removal of baked-on grease.
- Quickly cuts through caramelized, carbonized and burnt-on / baked-on soils
- Patented clinging gel formula provides 100 percent surface contact
- For use on ovens, grills, stove hoods, vents and broilers

Grease Express™ Fast Foam Degreaser
Product # 10126 | 60 - 32 fl oz
One of the fastest degreasers that provides complete coverage on vertical surfaces.
- Foam clings to vertical surfaces
- Penetrates grease and reduces flashback
- Fast degreaser effective on ovens, stove hoods, vents and broilers

Grease Express™ High-Temp Grill Cleaner
Product # 10251 | 60 - 3.6 fl oz
Fast flat-top grill cleaner strips grease build-up in just 60 seconds, without cooling your grill.
- Powerful, fast-acting formula removes baked-on carbon and grease from hot grills
- No rinsing required
- Reduces grill downtime

Grease Express™ Fryer Cleaner
Product # 10307 | 26 - 8 oz
A powerful and easy-to-use solution for tough, baked-on fryer carbon and grease.
- Cost effective and convenient-to-use packets simplify the cleaning operation
- Works fast to save time
- No neutralization step required

Greascutter Plus™
Product # 19513 | 4 - 1 gal
Heavy-duty cleaner and degreaser that provides fast, effective clean-up with less streaking and smearing.
- Cost effective degreaser destroys the toughest grease and soil
- Reduces streaking and smearing
- Effective on: stove hoods, ovens, broilers, floors, deep fat fryers, greasy vents, melamine surfaces, grills and kitchen equipment

Grease Express™™ Fryer Cleaner
Product # 10126 | 6 - 32 fl oz
One of the fastest degreasers that provides complete coverage on vertical surfaces.
- Foam clings to vertical surfaces
- Penetrates grease and reduces flashback
- Fast degreaser effective on ovens, stove hoods, vents and broilers

Now our favorite degreaser
ALSO COMES IN A CONCENTRATE FOR A LOWER USE COST OPTION

Effective degreaser, made safer.*

Greaselift® outstrips the competition.

- Uniquely formulated to penetrate under grease and lift it up from the surface, unlike traditional degreasers that eat away at grease from the top down
- As effective as corrosive degreasers and faster than other non-PPE degreasers
- Safe for use on aluminum

*When compared with caustic degreasers, Greaselift® is non-corrosive and less irritating

Three easy steps to clean:
1. Spray onto surface
   (most effective on surfaces that are warmed to 120° – 130°F / 49° – 54°C)
2. Allow Greaselift® to sit for 1 - 5 minutes
   (it is recommended to spray down all surfaces, then return to wipe down)
3. Wipe off product and rinse